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Sikkens ColorScala Pro
Catch the color for a perfect match.
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Sikkens ColorScala Pro:
still the best in market!
When it comes to accuracy, color swatches are top
notch. With the new ColorScala Pro, Sikkens sets
the standard.

Finding the perfect color match
If you are looking for the perfect color match, Sikkens
ColorScala Pro is an ideal choice. Sprayed, big size chips
will make it easier for you to find the right variant. These
variants represent the actual formula that you will mix,
guaranteeing you the most reliable results and the
highest color accuracy possible.

Easier and faster

Key benefits for you

ColorScala Pro is both extensive and user-friendly. It visualizes only the variants that are most likely to occur and
represents a relevant color difference. The differences
between standard colors and variants have been improved further in ColorScala Pro. Your benefit: An easier
and faster identification process and 100 % success in
selecting the best variant. Furthermore, ColorScala Pro
is not related to a specific product: there will be no
color differences when you switch from one basecoat
to another from the Sikkens product range.

● Big size separate sprayed cards for ease of use
● Colors and swatches are organized per car make
● For all selected colors the standard and its variants

are visualized
● Total of 30 car makes
● Sprayed chips match the formulas closely
● Set will be updated regulary with another 2000 colors
● Stored in robust, simple key-ring cabinet

Catch the color!

Our focus – your success
For your bodyshop to be profitable, you need more than just
the right paint. That is why Sikkens provides a comprehensive
range of services: practical training, business consulting, state of
the art computer technology and much more. In fact, everything
you need to give your bodyshop a real competitive edge.
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